PROJECT CONSULTANTS
Join us in welcoming Jeremy Teed, Taryn Dausman, and Mary Chuc to the Colden team!
JEREMY TEED
Project Consultant
Jeremy Teed provides a variety of environmental, health, and safety services from
Colden’s New England office, with experience in exposure assessment, industrial
hygiene air sampling, and health and safety compliance.
Mr. Teed is an avid hiker whose notable trips include the Annapurna region of Nepal,
High Tatras of Slovakia, and a thru-hike of the Appalachian Trail. He spent his college
years serving on a rescue squad as an Emergency Medical Technician (EMT-B) and
now volunteers with the New England K9 Search and Rescue.
Visit: Jeremy’s Consultant Profile
TARYN DAUSMAN, MS
Project Consultant
Taryn Dausman delivers consulting services from Colden’s Albany office. Ms.
Dausman has experience in conducting onsite air and noise sampling, evaluating
sample data, and assisting in report development for various clients in diverse
industries.
She has assisted in creating a nanomaterial safety policy and training presentation
for a specialty materials corporation, and provided other health and safety program
support for clients.
Visit: Taryn’s Consultant Profile
MARY CHUC, MPH, CSP
Project Consultant
Mary Chuc, MPH, CSP, joins our New York City office as a project consultant.
With over nine years of experience in the health and safety field, she has worked
in industrial, laboratory, and environmental settings. Ms. Chuc supports clients in
identifying and providing solutions to workplace health and safety concerns. She
specializes in chemical exposure assessments, job risk assessments, ergonomic
assessments, chemical management, noise and hearing conservation, indoor air
quality, and injury/illness investigations.
Ms. Chuc attended Stony Brook University for her bachelor of science in health
science and went on to earn her master of public health from Tulane University with
a major in Occupational Environmental Health. She completed her master thesis on
Bladder Cancer Risk in Female Hairdressers.
Visit: Mary’s Consultant Profile
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